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Graphical Abstract 
 

 
 

Highlights 

 Native LESA mass spectrometry is capable of the analysis of large (~800 kDa) non-covalent 

protein complexes. 

 Both soluble and membrane protein complexes are amenable to LESA MS.  

 Protein-ligand interactions can be interrogated by LESA mass spectrometry.  

Abstract 
Native liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA) mass spectrometry enables the direct sampling of 

protein complexes from a solid surface. We have previously demonstrated native LESA mass 

spectrometry of holomyoglobin (~17 kDa) from glass slides and tetrameric haemoglobin (~64 kDa) 

from dried blood spots and thin tissue sections. Here, we further explore the capabilities of this 

emerging technique by investigating a range of proteins which exist in various oligomeric states in 

vivo. Tetrameric avidin (~64 kDa), octameric (~190 kDa) and hexadecameric (~380 kDa) CS2 

hydrolase, and tetradecameric GroEL (~800 kDa) were all detected by native LESA mass 

spectrometry. Moreover, trimeric AmtB, a membrane protein, could also be observed by native LESA 

mass spectrometry. The suitability of LESA mass spectrometry for probing protein-ligand binding was 

also investigated. Non-covalent complexes of the ligand biotin with the proteins avidin, haemoglobin 

and bovine serum albumin were detected. The results indicate that non-specific binding is minimal 

and that native LESA mass spectrometry is a promising tool for the investigation of biologically 

significant ligand binding. 

Keywords: liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA), native mass spectrometry, non-covalent protein 

complexes, protein-ligand interactions, drug binding.  
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Introduction 
Knowledge of protein tertiary and quaternary structure is generally required for 

understanding protein function or malfunction. Experimental methods that provide this knowledge 

are capable of maintaining noncovalent bonds, such as hydrogen bonds and π-π interactions, thus 

preserving folded proteins in their native structure and the noncovalent bonding with those species 

with which they interact. Native electrospray mass spectrometry (MS) enables analysis of folded 

proteins and non-covalent protein complexes in the gas phase by choosing a non-denaturing 

electrospray buffer and careful optimisation of electric fields and pressures in the mass 

spectrometer [1-4]. In combination with other MS techniques, such as ion mobility measurements 

[5-7], gas-phase dissociation methods [8, 9], hydrogen-deuterium exchange [10-12] and non-

covalent labelling [12-14] more specific information on the overall topology of non-covalent 

complexes, connectivity between different subunits in the complex and drug binding sites can be 

obtained. More recently, a native MS approach has been developed for membrane protein 

complexes [15, 16]. Stabilisation of these complexes in solution and the gas-phase requires that they 

are purified and electrosprayed in detergent micelles. The native MS approach also allows 

investigation of interactions of membrane protein complexes with lipids and drugs [17, 18].  

Native mass spectrometry is characterised by ions in relatively low charge states – fewer 

protonation sites are available in folded proteins – and thus higher mass-to-charge ratios are 

recorded (for gas-phase protein complexes typical m/z ≥ 3000) [1, 2]. Increasing the upper limit of 

the mass range to probe ever larger protein assemblies has been one of the major motives in 

development of the native MS approach. Q-TOF mass analysers have been the analysers of choice in 

native ESI, due to their high m/z range [2, 19]; however, more recently native MS has been 

successfully implemented on FT ICR and Orbitrap instruments [20, 21], which offer mass resolution 

superior to Q-TOF. To date, mass spectra of intact complexes as large as 18 MDa (an entire capsid 

assembly of bacteriophage HK97) have been reported [22], although the mass resolution of such 

large species is limited by incomplete desolvation of their gas-phase ions rather than by the inherent 

instrument resolution of the mass analysers employed [23].   

Most native MS experiments are carried out by direct electrospray infusion of the purified 

sample into the mass spectrometer. Analytical applications of the native MS approach can be 

expanded considerably with sampling of non-covalent protein-protein and protein-ligand complexes 

directly from surfaces: the avenues for future explorations include probing diverse biological 

samples, such as dried blood spots and thin tissue sections, protein/ligand assays and biomimicking 

membranes. Surface sampling can be coupled to electrospray ionisation (essential for native MS) by 

desorption electrospray ionisation (DESI) or liquid microjunction based technologies such as liquid 
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extraction surface analysis (LESA) [24, 25]. In DESI, a jet of electrosprayed solvent is directed at a 

surface containing analyte molecules in order to desorb and deliver them into the mass 

spectrometer [26-28]. This technique produces multiply charged ions similar to direct ESI infusion 

[29, 30]. DESI has been successfully applied to the surface analysis of small molecules, peptides and 

proteins up to ~ 25 kDa [27, 31, 32] , however direct analysis of intact proteins from biologically 

relevant samples has not been reported to date. A variant of DESI in which liquid samples are probed 

(liquid-DESI) has demonstrated that intact proteins and protein complexes up to ~ 150 kDa can be 

detected [29].  

In another approach, DESI can be used to probe non-covalent interactions between 

immobilised proteins and ligands. In this method proteins are immobilised on a surface and treated 

with a mixture of ligands. The non-binding ligands are then washed away, and the assay is subjected 

to DESI analysis with denaturing solvents leading to the detachment of the bound ligand molecules 

from the protein and their delivery to the mass spectrometer [33]. This approach can be used for 

high-throughput screening for binding ligands, but the indirect assessment of non-covalent 

interactions between the protein and the ligands via detection of the ligand molecules by DESI is not 

entirely conclusive, because the presence of the immobilising agent can produce false positive 

results [34]. Furthermore, these studies cannot provide information on the stoichiometry of binding, 

and are not applicable to samples with heterogeneous protein targets, such as blood spots and 

tissue sections.  

Alternative surface sampling techniques that are potentially capable of extracting a diverse 

range of non-covalent complexes for MS analysis are liquid microjunction based methods such as 

liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA) [24, 25] or continuous flow liquid microjunction sampling 

[35]. LESA enables sampling of discrete locations on a surface by placing a small droplet of the 

solvent on a spot which is then re-aspired with a conductive pipette tip prior to ESI MS. LESA MS 

analysis of intact proteins has been achieved from a variety of substrates: dried blood spots on filter 

paper [36-39], thin tissue sections thaw-mounted onto glass slides [40-43] and E.coli colonies grown 

on agar gel [44]. Recently, protein species up to ~15 kDa were reported by ‘nanoDESI’ imaging of 

tissue sections [45]. Despite its name, nanoDESI is actually based on continuous flow liquid 

microjunction surface sampling [46].   

We recently reported the use of LESA with non-denaturing ammonium acetate based 

solvent for the MS analysis of noncovalent protein complexes from glass and polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF) substrates [47]. Using this ‘native’ LESA MS method, intact ~17.5 kDa holomyoglobin, a non-

covalent myoglobin-heme complex, and a range of non-covalently bound species from a 
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haemoglobin sample: αH and βH-globin subunits associated with heme,~16 kDa each; the (αβ) 2H 

heterodimers (~32 kDa) and the intact (αβ)2
 4H tetrameric complexes, ~64 kDa, were detected. 

Furthermore, the intact haemoglobin tetramer could be detected from dried blood spots on filter 

paper. Griffiths et al subsequently demonstrated direct detection of the tetrameric haemoglobin 

complex from vasculature in thin tissue sections of mouse liver thaw-mounted onto glass slides [48].  

In the work presented here, we sought to further characterise the capabilities of native LESA 

MS. We demonstrate a significant extension of the mass range of our method, and show that it is 

possible to detect intact protein assemblies as large as ~ 800 kDa. We also demonstrate that 

membrane protein complexes, that are prepared in micelle-containing solutions, are amenable to 

native LESA MS and can be probed directly from dried spots on a surface. The mass spectra 

produced by native LESA MS are similar to those obtained from ‘standard’ native mass 

spectrometry. Furthermore, protein-ligand interactions have been probed by LESA MS, and the 

detection of biotin noncovalently bound to avidin, haemoglobin and BSA is presented.  

Materials and Methods  
Materials: Protein standards (avidin from chicken egg white, bovine serum albumin (BSA), human 

haemoglobin, Chaperonin 60 from Escherichia coli (GroEL)), biotin and ammonium acetate were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Gillingham, UK). GroEL was further purified as described elsewhere 

[1]. CS2 hydrolase from Acidianus A1-3 was a gift from Jasmin Mecinovic, Radboud University 

Nijmegen, Netherlands [49]. Ammonium channel (AmtB) was expressed and purified in-house at the 

University of Oxford as described elsewhere [50]. Octyltetraglycol (C8E4) was purchased from Avanti 

(Alabaster, AL, USA). 

Sample Preparation: Proteins were prepared in 200 mM ammonium acetate (pH=7.5) resulting in a 

final protein concentration 1-10 μM. GroEL and BSA proteins were further desalted using Micro-

BioSpin columns (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA). AmtB was prepared in ammonium acetate solution 

containing C8E4 at twice the critical micelle concentration. 1 μl of protein solution was spotted onto 

a cleaned glass slide for LESA. The sample spots were air-dried at room temperature and probed 

using LESA with a delay of 20-90 min between the deposition of the sample and its extraction for MS 

analysis.   

Surface Sampling: LESA was carried out using the Triversa Nanomate chip-based ESI source (Advion 

Biosciences, Ithaca, USA) coupled with the Synapt G2S mass spectrometer (Waters, Manchester, 

UK). The sample was mounted onto the LESA universal adaptor plate and an image was acquired 

using an Epson Perfection V300 photo scanner. The exact location to be sampled was selected using 
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the LESA Points software (Advion). The extraction/ionisation solvent was 200 mM ammonium 

acetate in water (HPLC grade, JT Baker, Deventer, The Netherlands). For biotin binding studies, the 

ammonium acetate solution was used to spot the protein samples on the slide, the extraction 

solution contained either 1.0 or 0.1 mM biotin in 200 mM ammonium acetate. In the extraction 

process, the solvent was aspirated from the solvent well, before the robotic arm relocated to a 

position above the sample slide. Some of the solvent was then dispensed and a liquid microjunction 

was maintained between the pipette tip and the sample surface before aspirating the solvent and 

delivering it to the electrospray chip. The distance between the nanospray chip and the entrance to 

the sample cone was 3-6 mm. The details of the LESA extraction procedure and ion source 

(Nanomate) parameters for each protein are given in Table 1.  

Mass Spectrometry: A speedivalve (BOC Edwards, Crawley, Sussex, UK) was installed between the 

rotary and turbo pumps that pump the ion source region in Synapt G2S (Waters, Wilmslow, UK). The 

pressure in the ion source can be controlled by careful throttling of the pumping by the speedivalve 

with the aim of improving the transmission of ions with high m/z that are characteristic for intact 

protein complexes. The backing pressure was altered from 3 to 9 mbar for these experiments. Mass 

spectra were acquired in the full scan TOF mode on the Synapt G2S. The scan time was set at 2-5 s, 

the m/z range was altered depending on the species investigated (usually ≥ 10,000). The capillary 

temperature was set to 30°C and the cone voltage was set at 45 V. In some experiments (see text) 

collision induced dissociation (CID) was carried out on the ions in the trap region of the mass 

spectrometer. Collision voltage was varied from 50 to 200 V. All data were analysed by Mass Lynx 

software (version 4.1, Waters). The raw mass spectra have been averaged for 20-100 scans and 

presented here with minimal smoothing and background subtraction. The native LESA MS spectra 

have been compared against the mass spectra of the same proteins using direct infusion 

electrospray with Nanomate on the same mass spectrometer and the mass spectra from the 

previous work. For selected examples (e.g. avidin-biotin binding), LESA MS spectra were compared 

with high-resolution native MS spectra obtained on Orbitrap Q-Exactive instrument (Thermo, 

Bremen, Germany) in the University of Oxford modified for high m/z range, similar to the 

modifications previously reported by Rose et al  [21].     

Results and Discussion 

Protein-protein Complexes 
A range of proteins which exist in oligomeric states in vivo and in non-denaturing solutions 

were investigated. Their non-covalent complexes vary in mass from ~60 kDa up to ~800 kDa and 
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exist in different oligomeric states, from trimers (AmtB) to hexadecamers (CS2 hydrolase). Figure 1A 

shows the results obtained for avidin, a soluble tetrameric glycoprotein, which has been long-used 

as a standard for native MS [51]. The mass of the avidin tetramer is similar to that of the 

haemoglobin tetramer described in LESA MS studies in our previous works [48, 52]. Sampling the 

dried protein on glass with 200 mM ammonium acetate solution resulted in the detection of the 

tetrameric species (~64 kDa) in charge states ranging from 12+ to 16+ at m/z ~ 5300, 4900, 4600, 

4300 and 4000 respectively, and are in accordance with the charge state distribution usually 

observed in the mass spectra of avidin from non-denaturing electrospray [53]. The tetramer peaks 

shown in the spectrum are relatively broad (~200 Th). Usually peak broadening in native MS is 

caused by incomplete desolvation of the gas-phase molecular ions and the presence of salts [47], but 

can also be a sign of protein degradation. A high-resolution mass spectrum of avidin, produced by 

direct nano-electrospray on an Orbitrap Q-Exactive mass spectrometer that was modified for high 

m/z range, shows the presence of peaks corresponding to these modifications within the envelop of 

each charge state of the tetramer (Figure S1A, Supporting Information). Mass spectra of the charge 

states (14+ to 18+) of the avidin tetramer obtained on the Nanomate/Synapt G2S apparatus by 

direct infusion demonstrate peak broadening similar to LESA MS (Figure S1B versus Figure 1A).  

Furthermore, collision induced dissociation (CID) of the avidin tetramer reveals multiple peaks for 

each charge state of the fragment monomer (Figure S1B), indicating the presence of multiple 

modifications on the protein backbone. These results suggest the avidin tetramer ions observed in 

LESA MS have the same structure as those observed in ‘standard’ native MS.  Further evidence that 

avidin retained its biologically relevant state in the LESA MS approach came from our results for its 

binding to biotin (see below).  

Carbon disulphide hydrolase (CS2 hydrolase) is an enzyme that converts carbon disulphide to 

carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide. It exists as a 190 kDa octameric ring and a 380 kDa 

hexadecameric catenane (locked-ring structure). The catenane formation was reported as 

biologically relevant in 2013 by Eldijk et al [54]. Surface sampling of dried solutions of this protein led 

to the detection of both of these oligomeric forms. The octameric ring structure was detected in 

charge states ranging from +26 to +31 between m/z 6000 to 8000 as shown in Figure 1B. In the same 

mass spectrum, the hexadecameric catenane is recorded in charge states between 35+ to 42+ (m/z 

range 9000-12000). Similar mass spectra of the CS2 hydrolase were reported in earlier direct infusion 

native MS [49], and were obtained in this work: direct infusion nanoelectrospray of the same protein 

solution used for LESA MS resulted in the mass spectrum shown in Figure S1C. The fact that both 

biologically relevant oligomeric forms of CS2 hydrolase survived the drying stage of the procedure 

and could then be detected by LESA MS emphasises the biological relevance of this method.    
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The largest soluble complex analysed here by LESA MS was GroEL, a chaperone protein 

which forms a ~800 kDa tetradecameric complex consisting of two ring heptamers. GroEL 

tetradecamer is a soluble protein complex which has often been used to test the upper mass range 

in native MS applications [21, 55-57].  GroEL was detected by LESA MS from dried protein samples in 

charge states ranging from 61+ to 68+ at m/z ~ 13100, 12900, 12750, 12500, 12350, 12200, 12000 

and 11850 respectively (Figure 1C). Previous native electrospray ionisation studies in ammonium 

acetate based solvent systems have reported the detection of the GroEL complex in the similar m/z  

range with slight variations in the charge state distribution that was apparently dependent on the 

type of mass spectrometer used [21, 56, 57]. We also detected unfolded monomeric subunits of 

GroEL at m/z < 4000 (~58 kDa, data not shown), which might be an indication of either partial 

degradation of the complex in the dry spots before LESA extraction, or collision induced dissociation 

in the ion source. Nevertheless, most of the GroEL tetradecamer was retained during the LESA 

procedure and produced mass spectra similar to native MS directly from solution, indicative of the 

similarity of the gas-phase GroEL ions formed in these two methods.    

The native LESA MS approach was also applied to a different class of protein complexes: 

membrane proteins. The encapsulation of hydrophobic membrane complexes in detergent micelles 

is required to retain their stability in solution and the gas phase. Native ESI mass spectra of 

membrane protein complexes in micelles result in unstructured features due to the heterogeneity of 

the micelles. Collision activation is used to liberate the membrane complex from the gas-phase 

micelles and resolve its charge states [16]. We used a similar approach in our LESA MS experiment. 

AmtB is a membrane transporter protein which forms a trimeric complex with a mass of 

approximately 140 kDa. AmtB in C8E4 micelles in ammonium acetate solution was spotted on the 

glass slides and, after the spots were dried, was extracted and analysed by LESA MS using pure 

ammonium acetate solution. To resolve the charge states of this trimer complex we used an 

elevated collision voltage of 200 V in the trap part of the Synapt G2S. We detected charge states of 

the intact trimer ranging from +17 to +20 at m/z ~ 8400, 7900, 7400 and 7000 respectively. These 

peaks were relatively narrow, ≤ 50 Th wide (Figure 1D), in comparison with the width of the peaks of 

the soluble complexes (Figure 1A-C). This effect is probably due to the fact that the membrane 

protein is not likely to retain many solvent molecules because of its limited hydrophilic surface and 

the large activation energy that had to be applied to its gas-phase ions in order to remove the 

detergent molecules and reveal the charge states. A similar mass spectrum of AmtB trimer was 

produced by direct infusion nanoelectrospray (Figure S1D).    
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Protein-Ligand Interactions 
Biotin (244 Da) binds to avidin specifically and with very high affinity (one biotin molecule 

per each avidin monomer). This property is exploited in biotechnology to isolate biotinylated 

molecules in affinity assays or chromatography, where immobilised avidin or homologous proteins 

are used to anchor the molecules of interest [58]. As biotin binding is fast, a solution of biotin in 

ammonium acetate was used to sample dried spots of avidin by LESA in order to test whether the 

binding to avidin can take place during this procedure. Sampling with 200 mM ammonium acetate 

solution containing 1 mM biotin led to a mass shift for the major peaks of the charge of avidin 

tetramer, as shown in Figure 1A inset. This mass shift, averaged for 14+ to 16+ charge state, relates 

to an addition of ~ 960 Da, indicating that as many as four biotin molecules (244 Da × 4 = 976 Da) are 

bound to the avidin tetramer. At present we are limited by the resolving power of the Synapt mass 

spectrometer and the relatively small m/z range of the Orbitrap coupled to LESA in Birmingham (m/z 

< 4000) to demonstrate specific binding of biotin to avidin tetramer with higher resolution by this 

method.  We have also tested biotin binding to avidin on the Orbitrap Q-Exactive (upper m/z limit 

30000 Th, University of Oxford) by the direct infusion of avidin/biotin solution using a nanospray 

capillary, Figure S2A, B. As the fine structure of the charge states of avidin can be resolved on the 

Orbitrap, the mass shift of the peaks corresponding to biotin binding was calculated to be exactly 

976 Da (four biotin molecules bound). Moreover, CID of the avidin/biotin non-covalent conjugate at 

100 V collision voltage resulted in the production of apo-avidin tetramer (-976 Da mass shift, Figure 

S2C). Therefore, we conclude that implementing LESA MS on a higher-resolution/higher mass range 

instrument in future should be able to resolve the fine structure of multiply modified proteins and 

protein complexes and the exact stoichiometry of the drug binding to them. 

Determination of the overall pharmacokinetic profile of a drug requires measurements of its 

affinity toward plasma proteins [59]. Native LESA MS was applied to the investigation of binding of 

biotin to two blood proteins, BSA and human haemoglobin, in a fashion similar to the avidin 

experiments. The degree of modification of wild type BSA is smaller than that of multiply 

glycosylated avidin. It was therefore possible to resolve peaks corresponding to the binding of 

individual biotin molecules (at least up to four) to BSA (charge states 13+ to 17+) on the Synapt G2S 

coupled to LESA, Figure 2, although the resolution was not high enough to estimate the maximum 

number of bound molecules.  Biotin binding to haemoglobin dimers, (αβ)2H was also detected, with 

better mass resolution and relatively high signal intensity, in charge states ranging from +12 to +8 

between m/z 2500 to 4250, Figure 3. At least seven molecules of biotin bound to the haemoglobin 

dimer were detected at zero collision energy in the trap region of Synapt G2S. The tetrameric 

haemoglobin ((αβ2)4H) bound to biotin was also detected with a lower mass resolution in the charge 
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states from 14+ to 16+, and with a positive mass shift in respect to the peaks of the charge states of 

unbound haemoglobin tetramers (data not shown), but the exact number of the bound biotin 

molecules was impossible to estimate with this level of mass resolution. Peaks corresponding to α- 

and β- globin monomer and monomer-heme species in charge states ranging from 8+ to 16+ were 

also observed, but it is not apparent in the mass spectra whether any biotin binding took place for 

the monomers (Figure 3B): it is, however, possible to conclude that apo-protein monomeric ions are 

much more abundant than the ions which might be corresponding to protein/biotin complexes, so 

the binding of biotin to the monomeric haemoglobin cannot be as strong as to the dimers. These 

results are in accord with a previously reported study on biotin binding to human blood plasma 

proteins [60]. Although the authors did not investigate the biotin binding to specific proteins, they 

found out that 12 % of biotin in plasma is covalently bound and 7 % is bound reversibly. 

Non-specific binding of ligands to proteins or non-specific formation of non-covalent protein 

complexes is sometimes observed in native mass spectrometry [1, 2]. In order to exclude non-

specific binding from the mass spectra, they are often collected either in a series with diminishing 

ligand or protein concentrations in the electrospray solution in order to decrease the chances of 

non-specific association in the electrospray microdroplets, or with extra ion activation (e.g., carefully 

elevated sampling cone or collision voltage) to dissociate non-specific complexes in the gas-phase. 

LESA mass spectra of haemoglobin and haemoglobin / biotin with a collision voltage of 100 V in the 

trap region of Synapt G2S are shown in Figure 3C and D. These mass spectra demonstrate that some 

of the biotin molecules remain bound to haemoglobin dimers even under the harsh activation 

conditions. This result indicates that at least some of the biotin binding to haemoglobin 

heterodimers observed by LESA MS is specific and therefore biologically significant. Assuming that 

biotin does not bind specifically to unfolded haemoglobin monomers, the absence of strong MS 

signals corresponding to biotin binding to the monomers haemoglobin (Figure 3B, D) also indicates 

that non-specific binding in our LESA experiments was minimal.  

Conclusions 
Liquid extraction surface analysis (LESA) of protein species on glass substrates has been 

shown to be successful for protein complexes up to ~800 kDa (GroEL). This mass is significantly 

greater than previously reported (~64 kDa, haemoglobin). Remarkably, the investigated complexes 

could survive a relatively long time, from 20 min to over an hour, on the glass substrate before their 

extraction by LESA.  The results also show that native LESA MS has potential for applications in 

membrane protein studies that involve the use of stabilising detergent micelles, as demonstrated by 

the successful LESA MS detection of the AmtB membrane complex. Furthermore, the potential of 
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native LESA MS to probe protein-ligand interactions has been shown for the first time with the 

binding of biotin to avidin, BSA and haemoglobin. The results obtained for biotin binding to avidin 

confirmed that avidin remained in the biologically active state during LESA. As our previous results 

for haemoglobin demonstrated [47], improved mass resolution can be achieved by interfacing this 

method with mass spectrometers of higher resolving power, e.g. Orbitrap.  

In summary, native LESA mass spectrometry is (1) suitable for the analysis of high mass 

protein complexes; (2) interrogating complexes of both soluble and membrane proteins; and (3) 

probing protein-ligand interactions. The results are highly encouraging for future attempts to extend 

the use of the native LESA MS method to the analysis of protein/ligand binding assays, the analysis 

of membrane protein complexes from biomimicking membranes, and in situ analysis of 

heterogeneous biological surfaces, such as dry blood spots and tissue sections.  
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Figure 1 Native LESA mass spectra of protein complexes from glass substrate. A) Mass spectrum of 

avidin tetramer (64 kDa) after collision activation of avidin ions in the trap region (100 V collision 

voltage). Peaks of fragment monomers (m/z   2000) show fine structure corresponding to multiple 

modifications. Inset: peaks of avidin sampled with 1 mM biotin solution (bottom) are mass-shifted in 

respect to avidin  sampled with pure ammonium acetate (top) in accordance with binding four biotin 

molecules (no collisional activation used). B) CS2 hydrolase: peaks correspond to ring octamer (189 

kDa) and catenane hexadecamer (378 kDa). C) GroEL tetradecamer (803 kDa). D) AmtB trimer (140 

kDa): a membrane protein complex in C8E4 micelles. Collision activation (200 V) was used in the trap 

region to strip the complex off the detergent molecules.  
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Figure 2 Native LESA mass spectra of BSA from glass substrate. A) BSA spots sampled with 200 mM 

ammonium acetate. B) BSA spots sampled with 200 mM ammonium acetate / 1 mM biotin. 
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Figure 3 Native LESA mass spectra of haemoglobin from glass substrate. A) and C) Haemoglobin 

spots sampled with 200 mM ammonium acetate. B) and D) Haemoglobin spots sampled with 200 

mM ammonium acetate/ 1 mM biotin. C) and D) 100 V trap collision voltage was used.    
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Table 1. Parameters of LESA extraction procedure and ion source conditions.  

Protein Volume 
aspirated 
from solvent 
well (μl) 

Height above 
the surface 
(mm) 

Volume 
dispensed 
onto the 
surface (μl) 

Delay 
time 
(secs) 

Volume 
reaspirated 
(μl) 

Gas pressure 
(psi) 

Cone 
Voltage 
(kV) 

AmtB 2.0 0.8 1.5 60 2.0 0.3 1.9 

CS2 hydrolase 2.0 0.8 1.5 60 2.0 0.3 1.9 

GroEL 4.0 0.6 2.0 30 2.5 0.15 1.8 

Haemoglobin 4.0 0.6 2.0 30 2.5 0.15 1.8 

Avidin 4.0 0.6 2.0 30 2.5 0.15 1.8 

BSA 4.0 0.6 2.0 30 2.5 0.15 1.8 

 

 


